Adventure Time Crafts: Flippin' Adorable Stuff To Make From The Land Of Ooo
With Jake the dog and Finn the human, the crafts will never end! Learn how to stitch, paint, sculpt, and crochet more than 23 projects featuring your favorite Adventure Time characters. You’ll find designs by fans just like you for plush toys, chic jewelry, crafty home decor, and stylish fashions straight from the Candy Kingdom: Reversible Jake/Cake Plush Marceline’s Axe Bubblegum’s Like-Like Sweater Peppermint Butler Pillow Oh My Glob, Nail Art Fionna and Finn Hats BMO’s 8-Bit Fuse Bead Coasters And so much more! What the lump are you waiting for? It’s time to D.I.Y.!
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**Customer Reviews**

Take your Adventure Time fandom to the next level with Adventure Time Crafts: Flippin’ Adorable Stuff to Make from the Land of Ooo. This bright and colorful book is written by Princess Bubblegum, herself, with Chelsea Bloxsom of Love & A Sandwich. We are huge Adventure Time fans in our household. The kids discovered it on Cartoon Network and the adults quickly took notice. Adventure Time marathons are a commonplace occurrence for us. In addition, we are big-time crafters, so Adventure Time Crafts seemed like a dream come true. Two of our favorite passions mixed into one beautiful book? Yes, please! A few words of warning: these are advanced crafts for older children, teens and adults. Your three-year-old is not likely going to be able to complete these. Some require use of a sewing machine, glue or oven. With that being said, the craft instructions are also incredibly detailed, so you won’t be confused as to why your finished project doesn’t...
look like the one pictured (unless itâ€™s the crochet cozies â€“ see below). There are templates for almost everything included in an index in the back of the book. It even lists the correct percentage for enlarging the templates when copied. Adventure Time Crafts, the Lineup Here is the complete project lineup, organized by chapter:

**Total Toytopia**
- Fan Fiction Finger Puppets and Stage
- Needle-Felted Gunter
- Lumpy Space Princess Pom-Pom Mobile
- Marcelineâ€™s Axe
- Reversible Jake/Cake Plush
- Bling-a-Ding-Ding
- Candy Kingdom Friendship Bracelet
- Shrink-a-Cow-Tastic Earrings
- Polymer Power Pendant and Ring
- Best Buds Mismatched Earrings
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